
Helen and I have been lucky enough to spend a lot of time climbing in
North America, including pretty much everywhere in the Rockies and
westwards, much of the ‘Four Corners’ and the South Western Desert.
However, we’d always hankered after a coast-to-coast trip and a chance to
visit The South. For want of a better name for this project we rather lazily
referred to it as our ‘Route 66’ trip.

Autumn 2015 came around, or should that be Fall, and we had the
opportunity to realise our plan. This called for a little further research into
both our route and the climbing opportunities along the way, starting with
a little advice from Bobby Troup (not Chuck Berry, Nat King Cole or The
Stones):

Well, if you ever plan to motor west,
just take my way, that’s the highway, that’s the best.
Get your kicks on Route 66.
Well it winds from Chicago to LA,
more than 2,000 miles all the way.
Get your kicks on Route 66.
Now Chicago and LA are pretty handy arrival and departure points, but

checking out the climbing options on what would be the first half of the trip
from Chicago south to Missouri yields some pretty thin pickings. Whereas
starting on the East Coast brings the US sports climbing Meccas of New River
and Red River Gorges into play, not to mention a bunch of less famous but
also cool spots. At the other end of the trip, we’ve already spent a lot of
time in California but had a longing to explore New Mexico and Arizona
further. So it was that ‘Route 66’ transformed into: Philadelphia to Phoenix.

Anyway, having got the navigational excuses out of the way (and perhaps
lost a few readers who were hell-bent on a mile-by-mile nostalgia fest of
‘The Mother-Road’) let’s begin our journey. I plan to reuse the format from
my Fifty at Fifty article of last year by picking a few memorable climbs along
the way to provide a flavour of the trip. Rather than European 7as it makes
sense to switch to American grades and pick half a dozen 5.11s, especially
as six elevens are sixty-six. Sticklers amongst you, and I know there are a
few, will note that 5.11a equates to about 6b+/6c, rather than 7a, but 66
isn’t divisible by twelve!

Weisenheimer Brainstorm, 5.11a, Sanstonia, New River Gorge, West
Virginia.

We arrived on the East Coast, but so did Hurricane Joaquin. Luckily the
really windy bit was camped out over the Bahamas, but it still managed to
scoop up a lot of water and dump it on the Eastern States. It didn’t stop
raining for three whole days! We picked up our ‘small’ motorhome, or RV as
they call them – only 25ft long and about six tonnes! The rental company
features giant posters of National Parks on its vehicles and we’d dreaded

Six 11s on Route 66
Dominic Oughton
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getting one with Mt Rushmore on the side, but happily we got El Cap. It was
about as manoeuvrable and probably less aerodynamic!

The individual states this side are tiny, and we quickly crossed
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, DC and Virginia, stopping only for a brief
gawp over Obama’s back fence at The White House, before arriving in the
Blue Ridge Mountains and Shenandoah National Park. With driving rain and
low clag, we never even spotted a lonesome pine, so it was foot to the floor
into West Virginia and away from Joacim.

Arriving in the New River Gorge in West Virginia the sun came out, the
temperature jumped into the 20s (centigrade not Fahrenheit!) and it was
time to explore the world-famous climbing. Actually, the rocks are pretty
well hidden by trees, tucked away down leafy paths, and involving chance
encounters with snakes and ladders to find them. Funky crag names alert
you to the fact that you’ve crossed The Pond: Bubba City, Junk Yard and
Sandstonia. Once you get to the crags you find some impressively featured
sandstone. Steep, just the wrong side of vertical, but with generally big and
in-cut holds (at least on the 5.10s) it’s the nearest thing you’ll find to a
climbing wall. 

Unfortunately, the bolting isn’t quite as friendly, and nor were the
grades. A choice of 5.11s is pretty easy, as I only managed one! Put it down
to jet-lag, an unfamiliar climbing style or simply not being on it (suffering
from a dodgy elbow). Anyway, happily Weisenheimer Brainstorm was a great
route: blocky, juggy climbing, more akin to New Mills Tors than
Northumberland. You start up a 10d: Lieback and Enjoy It, and then pull over
a final roof to up the grade a notch. All very exposed and great fun!
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Summersville Lake, New River Gorge. Photo Dominic Oughton



Geezers Go Sport, 5.11b, The Zoo,
Red River Gorge, Kentucky.

For the next leg of our trip we were
heading into The Red. No, we hadn’t
run out of dosh, just moved on to
Kentucky and The Red River Gorge. Our
visit coincided with the annual
fundraising bash, Rocktoberfest, and
also a long weekend, so it was mobbed.
It also decided to thunderstorm and
dump a load of rain. The headline could
have been: Red – Rain pouring down
(wake up, Peter Gabriel fans!) Happily,
there is some properly steep rock here,
so having got rained off a slabby 10b we
threw ourselves at a ridiculously steep
11b and surprised ourselves with
success. Although it was our first route
in The Red it was perhaps the most
memorable, simply because it looked so
unlikely (at the grade), and because
we’d had such a chastening experience
in The New. The holds are HUGE, and all
with the perma-dry benefit of a built-in
rock umbrella. Gradually gaining
height, swooning with amazement as
bucket after bucket appears as you pull
over each bulge, I was just waiting for
the tricky move to arrive and deliver a
long plummet. Instead, arms screaming
and eyes popping, I finally clipped the
chain and managed to resist a Yankee
whoop of joy.

Other highlights of The Red were
Roadside, Bruise Brothers and The Gallery, just a few of the hundred or so
walls scattered over an area of over a hundred square miles, tucked away
down forest roads or trails. There’s little to see of the Red River itself which,
having presumably carved the landscape is now not much more than a
trickle. The crags that are left behind are really impressive though; about
20m to 30m high and either somewhat or very overhanging, the rock is
sculpted into pocketed waves that make for really fun climbing.

The only downside to the local scene is that Powell County, where we
were staying and where much of the climbing is located, as well as the
climbers meeting spot at Miguel’s Pizza emporium, is DRY. Yup – no beer!
There should be a warning sign on the Interstate as you cross the county
line! Happily, Wolf county is only five miles away, and some enterprising ol’
boys have set up the Beer Trailer to satisfy the needs of thirsty climbers.
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Bouldering the start of Geezers Go
Sport. Photo Helen Oughton



Saddam Hussein, 5.11c, North
Clear Creek, Obed, Tennessee.

The Obed Wild and Scenic National
River (more land protected by the
National Parks Service) is in Tennessee,
about an hour north of Knoxville. The
climbing is on sandstone crags along
the Obed and Clear Creek Rivers.
Whilst generally not as high as the
crags in The Red, nor as wildly
featured, there’s still plenty of fun to
be had. Obed mixes in a bigger
proportion of slopers into its giant
pockets and also has more crimps and
flakes, but its biggest defining
characteristics are its roofs; and some
of these are very big! The 25m roof of
The Stephen King Library, where the
classic Rage blasts out through an
upside-down world of jugs and
permadraws at the humbling grade of
5.12d, is the highlight. We watched,
impressed, as a strong local called
Brian cruised the first 20m of the roof
only to take a huge plummet in sight of
the lower-off. I did reach this point,
but nowhere near so stylishly!

My selected route in The Obed is the oddly named Saddam Hussein on
North Clear Creek. Long and super-sustained, up gently overhanging
territory, it didn’t feature any really hard moves; just my kind of climbing.
However, although the climbing here is great, the really stellar attraction
is the scene at the campground. Del and Marti have been welcoming
climbers onto The Lilly Pad, their patch of Tennessee paradise, for around
17 years, having raised their kids here in a 12ft x 16ft log cabin ‘off the
grid’. The hospitality is outstanding and will soon be rounded off when Del
finishes work on his microbrewery. The evenings are spent around a
communal campfire, with plenty of beer and tall tales accompanied by
random songs on guitar and mandolin. And all this for $5 a night and a set
of rules that you could fit on a postage stamp; all operated on an honour
system.

I can’t leave Obed without mentioning our other hosts: Big, Monster and
Tipsy. These three very different dogs, surely extras from a Disney cartoon,
would have you believe that they are basically in charge, and they certainly
treat the surrounding miles as home patch. We took the longish walk, about
an hour or so, to Tierrany Walls, and Big decided to chaperone us all the way
before settling down for a four-hour snooze whilst we climbed, and then
escorting us home again.
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Ben on Rage, Stephen King's Library.
Photo Dominic Oughton



Road Rage, 5.11a, Las Conchas,
Jemez Valley, New Mexico.

Famous for Los Alamos, the site of
the Manhattan Project to develop the
first Atom Bomb, and more recently
Albuquerque, the setting for TV Series
Breaking Bad, New Mexico also has
some great climbing. In between these
cities lies thousands of square miles of
unspoilt wilderness, carved through by
the Rio Grande and backed by the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains. This is
desert, but set at such a high altitude
(we were regularly climbing at over
10,000ft) that we met with snow and
ice in November. Happily, just a
glimpse of sunshine sends
temperatures into the comfortable
climbing zone, and there’s plenty of
sunshine to go around.

Just a couple of miles outside Los
Alamos, the Mesa rim is home to
hundreds of routes on volcanic tuff;
the remnants of giant ash eruptions
from the nearby super volcano. This
makes for great climbing in an
awesome setting with views of the Rio
Grande. Nearby Bandelier National
Monument offers the chance to explore
ancient ancestral Pueblo dwellings
carved from much the same stuff
you’ve been climbing on.

Heading further up into the Jemez
Valley you pass the Valles Caldera, a
13-mile wide circular depression where
the spectacular volcanic eruption
hundreds of times bigger than Mt St
Helens dumped a couple of cubic miles
of ash and created the current
landscape. It also created some
marvellous climbing on generally good,
though occasionally scrattly, rhyolite and welded tuff. The roadside crags of
Gateway and Cattle Call Wall offered designer convenience in an
outstanding setting. This was the venue for my favourite 5.11 in this,
perhaps our favourite State. Road Rage climbs a fantastic striated cracky
wall which looks and climbs like tufa (not to be confused with tuff) but is
actually rhyolite.
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Dominic on Road Rage. 
Photo Helen Oughton



More highlights from New Mexico included the Petroglyph National
Monument, taking the opportunity to check out some of the locations from
Breaking Bad, and the quirky Santa Fe. 

Sea of Holes, 5.10b/c, Hueco Tanks, Texas.
Hueco Tanks must rank as one of the most famous climbing areas in the

US if not the world. Arguably the best bouldering on the Planet, it also has
a small selection of outstanding roped routes. Huecos are natural holes and
depressions in the rock.  As well as making fantastic climbing holds they also
accumulate any rain fall (hence the ‘Tanks’) and create an oasis in the
surrounding desert. This has led to the area being an important staging post
and home to indigenous American people for hundreds of years, a fact
recorded in numerous pictogram paintings on the rocks. It also makes this a
vital ecosystem for plants and animals.

The combined pressure of these three sets of stakeholders has led to a
lot of tension, and climbing was almost banned outright. However, a
compromise management plan has been agreed with permits for only 60
visitors a day allowed. This covers climbers, bird watchers, pictogram
hunters and walkers, so initially seems quite restrictive. However, you can
book permits in advance and we got three days of climbing at less than a
day’s notice.

The similarities with Uluru or Ayers Rock are striking. A granite monolith
in the middle of a desert; a sacred site to indigenous people; an oasis
ecosystem; and awesome climbing potential. The compromise at Hueco
Tanks is a lot more desirable than the total ban on climbing at Uluru!

What is amazing is that on two of the three days we climbed we were
the ONLY roped climbers. Everyone else was toting a huge crash pad or two!
The climbing is fantastic; the Hueco holds come in all shapes and sizes and
yield steep jug-hauls and more balancy, fingery face climbs. The ‘sports’
routes are quite serious undertakings, with sparse bolts and huge runouts,
giving memorable, character-building routes. 
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Helen on Malice In Bucketland. Photo Dominic Oughton



My favourite route, from a bunch of memorable ones, is the evocatively-
named Sea of Holes. I’ve bent the 5.11 rule (it is 5.10b/c), as with only
seven bolts in over 300ft of climbing, it deserves to be upped a notch for
the excitement. The seven bolts include two stances on this three-pitch
route, so the climbing is spicy to say the least. Thankfully the holds are so
positive that there’s no way you are going to fall off. Sitting on top, taking
Helen’s rope in, I could hear her enthusing about the climbing and the
spectacular red colouration of the rock. From my vantage point I watched
the sun slowly drifting towards the horizon, and urged haste; I reckoned we
had about 15 minutes of light for her to top-out and then make the three
raps to the ground. With a bit of urgency we made it without benightment.

Having done about a dozen of the most classic routes, each of which was
excellent, we caved in to peer pressure and decided we couldn’t leave
without giving the bouldering a go. With a rented mat on my back I set off
to find some stone to send! Bumping into some friendly locals, I was given
the tour. This included the ‘Best V2 in the World’: Nobody Here Gets Out
Alive. The start involves lying on your back, locking both feet into Huecos
in the roof, and levering yourself up to get some handholds. I surprised
myself!

Other highlights of our trip through just a corner of Texas included
Guadalupe and Carlsbad Caverns National Parks. In the former we enjoyed
a pleasant Snowdon-sized hike up another El Capitan, the highest point in
Texas at about 8,800ft. We only visited Carlsbad Caverns because we were
almost passing and it was raining; we’ve got limestone show-caves 30
minutes from home, right? How wrong can you get?  The Caverns turned out
to be literally the most breath-taking natural sight we’d ever seen. The
natural entrance is reminiscent of Peak Cavern, but then takes you on a mile
walk and down 1,000ft through a heavily decorated wonderland of twisting
passageways and giant halls. This deposits you in ‘The Big Room’ and for
once this is no exaggeration! People always calibrate these things in football
pitches – apparently, you could fit 40 in here! There would be plenty of
headroom too – up to 100m in places, and you explore it via a mile and a
half walk around its perimeter. Awesome! The decorations are incredible,
but it is the sheer scale that is most impressive; something off a Star Wars
film-set as you descend through the innards of the Death Star (they actually
did film Journey to the Centre of the Earth here).

11 is Out and 12 is In, 5.12a, Pinhead Wall, Mount Lemmon, Arizona.
One compensation for nearing the end of our trip was the chance to

revisit the magical winter climbing oasis around Tucson, and to catch up
with our good friends Jim and Jeanne Scott, bringing back happy memories
of a great Christmas spent there (Journal 2007:52). This time our visit
coincided with Thanksgiving and another chance to sample the Scott’s
fantastic hospitality. We parted with plans for a longer get-together the
following year, but then had the heart-breaking news of Jim’s untimely
death only six months later. We were so thankful to have at least shared this
special time with him.
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Mt Lemmon provides a spectacular
backdrop for Tucson and some great climbing.
With a road running up it from 2,000ft to
10,000ft you can choose your altitude to
match the season to give year-round
comfortable climbing, much of which has
been developed by Jim and his new-routing
partner Eric, who has written all three
editions of the definitive guidebook:
Squeezing the Lemmon.

We were adopted by Eric and a bunch of
the locals, and enjoyed climbing on the
beautifully coloured granite of Sun Spots, The
Ruins and Pinhead Wall. Climbing in T-shirts
and belaying in duvets was the order of the
day, and it was great to have the company and
enthusiasm of this welcoming bunch.  

For our last day on the Mountain, we
teamed up with Eric and the Tucson crew
again for a visit to Pinhead. Shady conditions
made for ideal climbing temperature but
Baltic belaying! However, any slight
discomfort was more than made up for by my
first 12a of the trip (I left it a bit late!) The
route: ‘11 is Out and 12 is In’ might have been
a soft touch, but they all count. Very thin and
fingery climbing, leading to a slabbier but
more runout upper section which you really
wouldn’t want to fall off.

The other main climbing area in southern Arizona is Cochise Stronghold;
a maze of granite domes and winding canyons covering a hundred square
miles or so of south east Arizona. Legend has it that Cochise himself held
out here against the might of the US army, extracting a heavy toll of a
hundred white men dead for every Apache Brave. Fast forward a hundred
and fifty years, and the Stronghold is now an outdoor playground with
outstanding climbing and free camping.

Further north, near Phoenix (and our route home), lies Queens Creek
Canyon; more volcanic rock with many pockets and a slightly friable feel!
The roadside crags in Queens Creek provide convenient, if noisy climbing,
but for a real away from it all experience, the nearby Devil’s Canyon is a
much more exciting option. The Rough dirt road is strictly high clearance
4wd territory, and certainly not fit for a 25ft RV, but a 45-min walk was well
worth the effort. Highlight of the day being the iconic formation of the
Totem Pole; we’d been recommended to climb this spindly finger of rock
before it fell down! About 120ft high and only 15ft across, it really is a
landmark! Great climbing too; and a truly unusual 5ft square summit to
enjoy.
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The Ruins. Photo Jeanne Scott



Away from the climbing,
southern Arizona has much
to offer including a couple
of National Parks celebrating
and protecting its iconic
cacti. Organ Pipe Cactus
National Monument and
Saguaro National Park
combine pristine desert and
extraordinarily spiky fauna
to deliver a real wilderness
experience. There’s also the
frisson of excitement of
being on the Mexican
border; a fact that you are
regularly reminded of with
posters warning to be on the
lookout for illegal aliens and
drug smugglers! Gazing over
Mexico from the top of the
Ajo mountains, the arbitrary
nature of international
borders is really brought
home, the cacti don’t seem
to observe them, but the
Americans go to a lot of
trouble to maintain their
integrity.

That brings us to the end
of this trip, but certainly not
our exploration of the
climbing potential of the US.
We’ll be back for more. So,
in the words of the song: if
you ever plan to motor
west, get in touch and we’ll
be happy to fill you in with
more beta. Get your kicks on
Route 66!

Footnote. For more on this trip and continuing adventures, check out our
blog: www.RockAroundTheWorld.co.uk
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The Totem Pole, Devil’s Canyon. 
Photo Helen Oughton


